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EXPERT UNIT 4 (B3)

Our objective is to become a global brand name. 10. Athena's objective is to increase global sales. 10. 10. What is Athena's mission statement? To increase ... 
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EXPERT UNIT 4 (B3)



Activity group(s): 1 Number of exercises: 120



Expert Unit 4 (16 activity (ies) 01:36:41) Keywords [17 word(s)] competitor creative distribution distributor employee headquarters to increase (v.) market leader to merge (v.) mission multinational profit risk statement to teach (v.) telecommunications trade fair



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [6 exercises] 1 San Francisco Washington, D.C. New York Paris London
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2 Washington, D.C. New York San Francisco Paris Rio de Janeiro



3 New York Washington D.C. San Francisco London Rio de Janeiro



4 French Dutch American British Asian



5 communication profit brand name global sales competition



6 European Asian North American South American African
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Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



[You want to reserve a stand at a trade fair. The organizer asks you some questions about your company.] How many employees work for Athena? Athena has more than 7,000 employees. There are about 10,000 employees. We employ more than 5,000 people.



2



2 2 2



Is Athena a multinational company? Yes, we have offices in fifteen countries. We distribute our products globally. Athena is a multinational company.



3



Where are the company headquarters? We built new headquarters in New York. Athena built its headquarters in San Francisco. The company built new headquarters in Washington, D.C.



4



3 3 3



I like New York. San Francisco is a great city. D.C. is a good place to work.



Were you always the market leader? 5 5 5



We became the market leader in 2000. The company became the market leader in 1998. Athena became the market leader in 2001.



5



The telecommunications market is very competitive. 6 6 6



Competition taught us to take risks. The competition taught us to be creative. Our competitors taught us to be creative.



6



4 4 4



Do you do your own distribution? 7 7 7



We often work with local distributors. Athena works with local distribution companies. No, local distributors do it for us.
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7



Did you merge with any competitors? We merged with a European distributor last year. Athena bought a French company in 2001. Yes, we bought a Dutch company in 1997.



8



That's interesting. That's interesting. That's interesting.



8 8 8



Do you make a large profit overseas? Our sales rose by 15% in Asia last year. Sales rose by 10% in Europe last year. We made a $200,000 profit overseas last year.



9



9 9 9



What are your objectives this year? We would like to expand our market. Our objective is to become a global brand name. Athena's objective is to increase global sales.



10



10 10 10



What is Athena's mission statement? To increase communication around the world. Our mission is to increase communication. We want to increase global communication.



Thank you, sir. Thank you, sir. Thank you, sir.



The Right Word with speech recognition [3 exercises] 1



Is Athena a multinational company? Are Do What How The verb 'to be'



2



Where are the company headquarters? Who Do Why Can



3



What is Athena's mission statement? Did Are How Why



Sentence Pronunciation [30 sentence(s)] Athena has more than 7,000 employees.
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There are about 10,000 employees. We employ more than 5,000 people. Yes, we have offices in fifteen countries. We distribute our products globally. Athena is a multinational company. We built new headquarters in New York. Athena built its headquarters in San Francisco. The company built new headquarters in Washington, D.C. We became the market leader in 2000. The company became the market leader in 1998. Athena became the market leader in 2001. Competition taught us to take risks. The competition taught us to be creative. Our competitors taught us to be creative. We often work with local distributors. Athena works with local distribution companies. No, local distributors do it for us. We merged with a European distributor last year. Athena bought a French company in 2001. Yes, we bought a Dutch company in 1997. Our sales rose by 15% in Asia last year. Sales rose by 10% in Europe last year. We made a $200,000 profit overseas last year. We would like to expand our market. Our objective is to become a global brand name. Athena's objective is to increase global sales. To increase communication around the world. Our mission is to increase communication. We want to increase global communication.



Key grammar explanations [3 grammar point(s)] 1



Questions without interrogative words
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2



Interrogative words
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3



Past interrogatives
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Grammar Practice [6 exercises] 1



Give the preterite of the following verbs. Example: to build to become



became



to teach



taught



to buy



bought



to rise



rose



to make



made



to have



had



Irregular verbs



2



built



'To be' and 'to have': preterite



Reformulate as in the example. Example: were



to be



built



to build



taught



to teach



became



to become



bought



to buy



rose



to rise



made



to make



Irregular verbs



3



Give the preterite of the following verbs. Example: we are



we were



I become



I became



you teach



you taught



he buys



he bought



she rises



she rose



it makes



it made



they build



they built



Irregular verbs
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4



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I was



I am



they rose



they rise



we built



we build



it bought



it buys



she became



she becomes



he taught



he teaches



you made



you make



Irregular verbs



5



Give the preterite of the following verbs. Example: our sales rise their competitors teach



their competitors taught



the market leader is



the market leader was



a Dutch company buys



a Dutch company bought



the company builds



the company built



the employees become



the employees became



the local distributors make



the local distributors made



Irregular verbs



6



our sales rose



'To be' and 'to have': preterite



Give the preterite of the following verbs. Example: Athena employs



Athena employed



Athena distributes



Athena distributed



the market expands



the market expanded



the competitors merge



the competitors merged



the distributor buys



the distributor bought



the market leader becomes



the market leader became



the sales rise



the sales rose



Construction of the preterite
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Sentence Practice [12 exercises] 1



Conjugate as in the example. Example: We (to build) new headquarters in New York. The company (to become) the market leader in 1998.



The company became the market leader in 1998.



Our competitors (to teach) us to be creative.



Our competitors taught us to be creative.



We (to buy) a European distributor last year.



We bought a European distributor last year.



Irregular verbs



2



Use of the preterite



Conjugate as in the example. Example: We (to become) the market leader in 2000.



We became the market leader in 2000.



Athena (to build) its headquarters in San Francisco.



Athena built its headquarters in San Francisco.



Our sales (to rise) by 15% in Asia last year.



Our sales rose by 15% in Asia last year.



(To be) you always the market leader?



Were you always the market leader?



Use of the preterite



3



We built new headquarters in New York.



Irregular verbs



Past interrogatives



Reformulate as in the example. Example: You make a large profit overseas.



Do you make a large profit overseas?



They do their own distribution.



Do they do their own distribution?



Athena distributes its products globally.



Does Athena distribute its products globally?



The market leader has offices in Europe.



Does the market leader have offices in Europe?



Questions without interrogative words
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4



Reformulate as in the example. Example: You merged with a competitor.



Did you merge with a competitor?



We bought a Dutch company last year.



Did we buy a Dutch company last year?



Sales rose by 10% in Europe last year.



Did sales rise by 10% in Europe last year?



Athena became the market leader in 2001.



Did Athena become the market leader in 2001?



Past interrogatives



5



Reformulate as in the example. Example: You merged with a competitor. The competition taught you to take risks.



Did the competition teach you to take risks?



He often worked with local distributors.



Did he often work with local distributors?



They distributed their products globally.



Did they distribute their products globally?



Past interrogatives



6



Did you merge with a competitor?



Adverbs of time



Reformulate as in the example. Example: Athena is a multinational company.



Is Athena a multinational company?



They are the market leaders.



Are they the market leaders?



The telecommunications market is very competitive.



Is the telecommunications market very competitive?



The company's mission is to increase communication.



Is the company's mission to increase communication?



Questions without interrogative words
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7



Reformulate as in the example. Example: You were always the market leader.



Were you always the market leader?



The headquarters were in Washington, D.C.



Were the headquarters in Washington, D.C.?



The overseas profit was large in Europe last year.



Was the overseas profit large in Europe last year?



The objective was to become a global brand name.



Was the objective to become a global brand name?



Past interrogatives



8



Reformulate as in the example. Example: You were always the market leader.



Were you always the market leader?



Athena was a multinational company.



Was Athena a multinational company?



The telecommunications market was very competitive.



Was the telecommunications market very competitive?



Our mission was to increase communication.



Was our mission to increase communication?



Past interrogatives



9



Reformulate as in the example. Example: You merged with a competitor.



Did you merge with a competitor?



Athena's objective was to increase global sales.



Was Athena's objective to increase global sales?



The company employed more than 5,000 people.



Did the company employ more than 5,000 people?



Your company was very competitive.



Was your company very competitive?



Past interrogatives
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10



Reformulate as in the example. Example: You were always the market leader.



Were you always the market leader?



You built new headquarters in New York.



Did you build new headquarters in New York?



The headquarters were in San Francisco.



Were the headquarters in San Francisco?



Athena increased its global sales last year.



Did Athena increase its global sales last year?



Past interrogatives



11



Reformulate as in the example. Example: The company headquarters are in San Francisco. (where)



Where are the company headquarters?



Their mission statement is to increase communication. (what)



What is their mission statement?



Our objective is to expand our market. (what)



What is our objective?



Its offices are in Asia. (where)



Where are its offices?



Interrogative words



12



Reformulate as in the example. Example: The company headquarters were in San Francisco. (where)



Where were the company headquarters?



The distribution company was in Europe. (where)



Where was the distribution company?



The objectives were to increase sales and become a global brand name. (what)



What were the objectives?



Athena's mission statement was to increase global communication. (what)



What was Athena's mission statement?



Interrogative words
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Word Association [2 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. objective competitor profit



2



goal opponent earnings



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. global local overseas



worldwide domestic foreign



Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



[You want to reserve a stand at a trade fair. The organizer asks you some questions about your company.] How many employees work for Athena? Athena has more than 7,000 employees. There are about 10,000 employees. We employ more than 5,000 people. We opened our first office in Seattle.



2 2 2 There are a lot of high-tech companies in Seattle.



Our competitors taught us to be creative. Our sales rose by 15% in Asia last year. The annual sales increased by 10% in Shanghai last year. Our new product line sold well last year.



2



Is Athena a multinational company? Yes, we have offices in fifteen countries. We distribute our products globally. Athena is a multinational company. We hired a local marketing team. We made digital cameras and cell phones for several years. Our company's history began in 1990. Yes, we hired a local sales team. The competition taught us to be creative.
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3



Where are the company headquarters? We built new headquarters in New York. Athena built its headquarters in San Francisco. The company built new headquarters in Washington, D.C. We grew by 20% overseas last year! Our sales rose by 15% in Asia last year. The company grew by 25% overseas last year! I began Athena Cell Phones in 1990. That's because we work hard!



4



I like New York. San Francisco is a great city. D.C. is a good place to work. Wow, that's impressive!



4 4 4



Wow, that's impressive! Good luck in Shanghai!



Were you always the market leader? We became the market leader in 2000. The company became the market leader in 1998. Athena became the market leader in 2001. Athena Cell Phones began in 1990. We want to increase global communication. We opened our first office in Seattle.



5 5 5 Thank you, sir. There are a lot of high-tech companies in Seattle.



We hired a local marketing team. Yes, we hired a local sales team.



5



The telecommunications market is very competitive. Competition taught us to take risks. The competition taught us to be creative. Our competitors taught us to be creative. To increase communication around the world. Yes, we hired a local sales team. I started the company in San Jose.



6 6 6 Thank you, sir. There are a lot of high-tech companies in San Jose.



I began Athena Cell Phones in 1990. No, but we hired a Chinese consultant.



6



Do you do your own distribution? We often work with local distributors. Athena works with local distribution companies. No, local distributors do it for us. I opened the first overseas branch in Asia. Athena Cell Phones began in 1990. To increase communication around the world. Athena built its headquarters in San Francisco. Our company's history began in 1990.
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Thank you, sir. San Francisco is a great city.
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7



Did you merge with any competitors? We merged with a European distributor last year. Athena bought a French company in 2001. Yes, we bought a Dutch company in 1997. I began Athena Cell Phones in 1990. I started the company in San Jose. We built new headquarters in New York. Athena Cell Phones began in 1990. Our mission is to increase communication.



8



That's interesting. That's interesting. That's interesting.



8 8 8



There are a lot of high-tech companies in San Jose. I like New York. Thank you, sir.



Do you make a large profit overseas? Our sales rose by 15% in Asia last year. Sales rose by 10% in Europe last year. We made a $200,000 profit overseas last year. The company built new headquarters in Washington, D.C. Athena also made digital cameras at first. I started the company in San Jose.



9 9 9 D.C. is a good place to work. There are a lot of high-tech companies in San Jose.



We hired a local marketing team. I began Athena Cell Phones in 1990.



9



What are your objectives this year? We would like to expand our market. Our objective is to become a global brand name. Athena's objective is to increase global sales. Athena built its headquarters in San Francisco. I began Athena Cell Phones in 1990. Yes, our products sold well last year. That's because we work hard! Athena also made digital cameras at first.
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Good luck in Shanghai!
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10



What is Athena's mission statement? To increase communication around the world. Our mission is to increase communication. We want to increase global communication. No, local distributors do it for us. I began Athena Cell Phones in 1990. Yes, we bought a Dutch company in 1997. Athena opened its first office in Atlanta.



Thank you, sir. Thank you, sir. Thank you, sir.



That's interesting. There are a lot of high-tech companies in Atlanta.



Yes, we have offices in fifteen countries.



Mystery Phrase [2 exercises] 1



People who work for a company. employees



2



A company that has offices in many countries is... multinational



Keywords [16 word(s)] to distribute (v.) economy of scale it leaves a little to be desired to dispatch (v.) faulty to resort to (v.) built-up tiring trolley freight logistics to stow (v.) longshoreman crate deadline efficiency



Video and Questions [1 exercises] In the field of distribution we use large means... or smaller ones! The only difference is the economies of scale. To put good methods into practice, you have to start young, for example by delivering newspapers to people in the neighborhood. Sometimes the delivery is done well, other times, it leaves a little to be desired. But that happens everywhere, even in large companies. There are days when the goods dispatched from warehouses are faulty. Even if this is due to bad packaging, the products have to be replaced. When there are delivery errors, the problem is sorted out by the dispatch department. The large distribution networks resort to different means of transport. Heavy goods vehicles are used in most cases, driven by long-distance truck drivers who use the highways day and night.
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They often get stuck in traffic on the roads approaching heavily built-up areas. Even if the journeys are tiring, they have to unload upon arrival and this is when trolleys are handy for covering the last few yards. Despite the construction of motorway networks, railways are still used. Once the merchandise is loaded into the cars, the freight is forwarded to its destination. The logistics are more complex, but there are fewer traffic jams! We also use the oceans to transport products from one continent to another and canals inside the same country. The cargo is stowed on board the ships by longshoremen. Once arrived safe and sound, the operation is carried out backwards: the cranes come to life and the unloading can begin. Then the trucks take over. In certain cases, air freighters are used. But this remains very costly. Don't forget that good distribution begins with good packaging! There are different types of packaging: glass, paper, plastic, cardboard and wood, used for fruit and vegetable crates. Everything is put on shelves, stacked and well organized to save time when treating the orders. Deadlines are very short in distribution. This explains the need for tools that are fast and efficient, because the key word is efficiency, even on a local level. As everybody knows, the customer is always right. We help them put their purchases into bags and can deliver to their homes. Or they can even benefit from mail-order services. The client orders over the phone and a few days later, we deliver the product in question. With a credit card, all you have to do is sign on the dotted line! In cities, where the keyword is speed, we call on the services of a courier. Once in possession of the address, he picks up the parcel and takes it, double quick, to the addressee. You have to know the names of all the streets if you are a courier. This one looks like he's a little lost and this one is going faster than the wind! His boss is going to be happy!



1



What is the subject of this video? Distribution Packaging Economics Traffic jams Packaging and economics Traffic jams and smog



2



If something leaves 'a little to be desired', it... is not very good. is excellent. happens everywhere. is very small. is very big. is expensive.



3



What is true of long-distance truck drivers? They can travel at any time of the day. They only travel at night. They only travel by day. They are never tired. They have an innate ability to not fall asleep. They might have an innate ability to stay awake.
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4



What happens in heavily built-up areas? There are traffic jams. You need a trolley. The road gets sticky. You take the train. There are not traffic jams. The road gets slippery.



5



Which of these statements is true? Trolleys are useful for the last few meters. Trolleys are no use for the last few meters. Trolleys are available in built-up areas. Trolleys are essential for the last few meters. Trolleys are cute. Trolleys are cute and practical.



6



What do we use canals for? Domestic and international distribution Stowing cargo Avoiding traffic jams Getting rid of hazardous waste Making cakes Plastic surgery



7



What is true of distribution? Things must be delivered on time. Packaging is not important. Distribution requires a credit card. Deadlines are easy to meet. Deadlines are often met quite easily. Packaging is very inconsequential.



8



What is the disadvantage of air freighters? They are very expensive. They are very slow. They are only for international distribution. They are only for domestic distribution. They are very fast They are very inexpensive



9



The person who a package has been sent to is called... the addressee. the courier. the longshoreman. the postman. the sender.
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10



What is wood packaging used for? Vegetable and fruit crates Mail order Glass containers Short deadlines Long deadlines Plastic containers



Word Pronunciation [16 word(s)] distribution economy of scale it leaves a little to be desired to dispatch faulty to resort to built-up tiring trolley freight logistics to stow longshoreman crate deadline efficiency



Key grammar explanations [2 grammar point(s)] 1



Different meanings of 'all'
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2



The indefinite possessive
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Grammar Practice [2 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: my sister's colleague Dave's sister



a sister of Dave's



their opinion



an opinion of theirs



our habit



a habit of ours



Bridget's idea



an idea of Bridget's



his sweater



a sweater of his



Auralog's competitor



a competitor of Auralog's



The indefinite possessive



2



a colleague of my sister's



Possessive pronouns



Reformulate as in the example. Example: my sister's colleague



a colleague of my sister's



her boss's idea



an idea of her boss's



my book



a book of mine



my aunt's child



a child of my aunt's



her camera



a camera of hers



the manager's priority



a priority of the manager's



the operators' decision



a decision of the operators'



The indefinite possessive
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expert unit 2 (b3) 

town and you phone the Hilton Hotel to book your room. ... latest details concerning your seminar. "How are you getting on with the planning? ..... Mr.Thomson, your sales manager, assured me that he'd tell you about my trip to New York so that.
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EXPERT UNIT 11 (B3) 

Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [2 exercises]. 1 to fax .... The factory in China is the least successful. Regular superlatives. 2. Reformulate as in ...
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EXPERT UNIT 6 (B3) 

Yes, I was online when the computer froze. 3. I connected ... I saved a document and my computer froze. 3. 3 ... Sometimes when I'm downloading programs. 5. 5.
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EXPERT UNIT 10 (B3) 

$1 million. 6 ... It's a little expensive. Yes, it is ... It's 100% coverage, so it is particularly attractive, if you have children. ... I need to look at my accounts with you. 12.
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EXPERT UNIT 13 (B3) 

You have to call them one after another; if you agree on an appointment, ... I'm in charge of a survey about your purchases. .... appointment with a psychologist. 4.
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EXPERT UNIT 1 (B3) 

This is Peter Svensson, Human Resources Director. How can I ... They will not make any presentations. Fine. 8 ... The delegation will be 2 executives and 1 personal assistant. ..... pie-eating contest / campsites / fairground attractions. If you ...
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EXPERT UNIT 12 (B3) 

2. It's a pleasure, Mrs. Li. 2. 2. So, you would like to enter the market here. We are looking for China's best distributor. We are the best distributor in China,.
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EXPERT UNIT 14 (B3) 

What are you studying? Business Management. 10. Law. 10. Engineering. 10. 8. How did you learn English? At school. 10. During an intensive training course.
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EXPERT UNIT 7 (B3) 

Rewrite the following sentences as in the example. Example: ... Put the following sentences in the passive voice. .... Interrogative and exclamatory adverbs. How.
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EXPERT UNIT 3 (B3) 

What do you do? I'm a consultant. That's a good job. 9. I'm a systems engineer. 9. I'm a technical salesman. 9. 9. How long have you been with this company?
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EXPERT UNIT 5 (B3) 

I'm Mr. Jang. My name is Beck. I'm calling from Quickyear in China. ... Can someone call and organize a meeting for next week? I'll call them and organize a ...
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EXPERT UNIT 9 (B3) 

I saved a document and my computer froze. 3 ... Sometimes when I'm downloading programs. 5. 5 ... If you order online, we will install a free DVD player.
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INTERMEDIATE UNIT 4 (B3) 

rap music folk music. 7 rock 'n' roll acid jazz opera heavy metal classical music. 8 a space capsule an airplane a submarine an astronaut an airport a catamaran.
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ADVANCED UNIT 4 (B3) 

whisky honey detergent. 3 a tire a hubcap a steering wheel a motor a wing a brake. 4 a sedan a stagecoach a motorbike a carriage a flying carpet a limousine. 5.
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EXPERT UNIT 4 (B2) 

Expert Unit 4a (21 activity (ies) 02:14:04). Keywords [17 ... You have just started working for Andrew & Co. in Boston where you are in charge of a new product. What will .... (the trade papers). The trade papers gave the product high marks. Use of t
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INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 4 (B3) 

a pickle a banana an orange a grapefruit a kiwi. The Right Word with speech recognition [4 ..... fun and play games like Hide and Seek, Simon Says, and Tag.
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INTERMEDIATE UNIT 9 (B3) 

Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises]. 1. Excuse me, I'm ... What sort of discount could you give us for an order of that size? How about 10 ..... Adjectives ending in -ing.
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BEGINNER UNIT 2 (B3) 

there is a book there are books there is a movie there are movies there is a shirt .... a lemon a cucumber. Â© Copyright 2003-2004 Auralog S.A. All rights reserved.
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BEGINNER UNIT 11 (B3) 

Exclamations with 'what a' Definite and indefinite articles. The difference between 'a' and 'an'. 9. Make the following sentences singular. Example: What tall men!
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ADVANCED UNIT 9 (B3) 

Thank you for your time. I'm very excited about .... I'm always happy to give my opinion. .... You have been planning a trip across the USA for a long time. The big ...
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ADVANCED UNIT 14 (B3) 

What do you do when you go out in the evening? I go to a nightclub. 14. I eat out in a ... caretaker dog trainer software company journalists telephone operators.
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BEGINNER UNIT 13 (B3) 

Dad takes the children to school before going to work by public transportation. Let's hope ... The months and seasons go by, but sometimes you have the feeling that time has stopped. Especially ... There is a strike today. Because it crashed. 4.
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INTERMEDIATE UNIT 3 (B3) 

You call to find out if the weather is going to ... Tomorrow, Friday, is going to be the same as today. ... At this time of year you only get warmth and sun in countries like South Africa! ..... Most generally, 'After the rain comes good weather' mea
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ADVANCED UNIT 6 (B3) 

crew destination to fly (v.) information desk on strike pilot plane to travel (v.) ... A frantic passenger walks up: "I got caught in traffic and just missed my flight.".
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